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Abstract What determines the price of insurance against default of advanced economies? Our laboratory to answer this question is the credit default swap (CDS) market on government debt of 18 advanced economies. The price of credit protection on these countries shows a strong degree of co-movement, has severely increased since the beginning of the financial crisis, and remains at elevated levels. We document that the state of a country’s domestic financial system, and since the beginning of the crisis also the state of the world financial system have strong explanatory power for the behavior of CDS spreads, and that the magnitude of this impact depends on the relative importance of a country’s financial system pre-crisis. Furthermore, it matters whether a country is a member of the Economic and Monetary Union of the European Union (EMU), in that their sensitivities to the health of the financial system are higher compared to non-EMU members. While one would expect the unconditional risk of default to be low in case of advanced economies, our results suggest the presence of an important economic channel in adverse economic times: a private-to-public risk transfer through which market participants incorporate their expectations about financial industry bailouts and the potential burden of government intervention. JEL Codes: F30, G01. Keywords: Sovereign Credit Risk, Private-to-Public Risk Transfer, Financial Crisis. ∗
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Introduction



The collapse of US and global real estate prices in 2007 initiated an international financial crisis which subsequently spread to the real economy. Established financial institutions in the US and Europe suffered large losses, driven by write-downs related to sub-prime mortgages, a decline in the availability of credit and damaged investor confidence. While central banks expanded monetary policy and engaged in quantitative easing in an effort to stabilize the economy, governments provided unprecedented levels of public financial assistance to ailing institutions. As fiscal concerns following government-funded stabilization programs come to the fore, the sovereign credit default swap (CDS) market for advanced economies has become less obscure and increasingly liquid. Out of the ten largest single name CDS exposures by net notional, several are typically European advanced economies. Furthermore, since September 2009 investors can trade index products on a basket of Western European sovereign CDS in addition to the long-standing emerging markets and corporate CDS indices. While CDS on emerging market debt have received much attention in the literature, research on the default risk of more advanced economies has been sparse. Our analysis builds on the work of Boehmer and Megginson (1990), Edwards (1984), and Hilscher and Nosbusch (2010), who focus on the determinants of the yield spreads of emerging market debt, as well as Longstaff et al. (2010), who examine the sources of commonality in emerging markets CDS spreads. In contrast to the emerging markets literature, we study the determinants of the price of insurance against default of 18 developed nations – all of which are part of what is commonly referred to as the Western European sovereign CDS market. The cross-section of these sovereign CDS spreads exhibits a strong degree of commonality. The first principal component of spread changes explains roughly 75% of variation, whereas the first three principal components cumulatively account for 88%. We document that, above and beyond the factors of commonality suggested in the literature, a country’s domestic financial system, and since the beginning of the financial crisis also the state of the world financial system have strong explanatory power 2



for the behavior of CDS spreads. The findings suggest a private-to-public risk transfer through which market participants incorporate their expectations about financial industry bailouts and the potential burden of government intervention. Our interpretation is motivated by Burnside et al. (2001), who argue that the principal cause of the 1997 Asian currency crisis was the future deficits associated with implicit bailout guarantees to the failing domestic financial system. Similarly, European countries extended significant amounts of loans to local banks in order to prevent large bank failures, partially recapitalized financial institutions by taking on equity stakes and outright nationalized certain firms deemed to pose a systemic risk to the economy. These actions may have led market participants to assume government guarantees on the liabilities of the financial sector, and in many cases these liabilities were large. Ireland’s aggregate bank assets between 2003 and 2006, for example, were on average almost five times as large as its GDP. Our analysis relies on the empirically observed correlation patterns between sovereign CDS spreads and the stock market performance of the financial services industry.1 We formulate and test four hypotheses related to a potential private-to-public risk transfer. First, we show that the magnitude of this economic channel depends on the relative importance of a country’s financial system pre-crisis. Higher pre-crisis exposure is associated with higher sovereign CDS spreads, controlling for measures such as a country’s indebtedness and economic volatility. For example, we find that a country’s pre-crisis exposure to the financial system explains on average 40bps of the CDS spread, above and beyond its Debt/GDP ratio explaining 27bps. While such a difference appears large, it is of course an ex-ante perspective – government guarantees that will be triggered should be reflected in country-specific fundamentals ex-post. Second, we show that a deteriorating state of the financial sector is also associated with a larger CDS spread. Spreads of countries whose domestic economies relied heavily on the financial services industry show a stronger co-movement with the health of the 1



Even though one could, in principle, investigate the joint evolution of sovereign and financial sector CDS spreads, we choose to examine financial system stock market returns. This does not change the correlation patterns due to the strong negative relation between CDS spread and stock price.
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financial system, and this effect is magnified in the post Lehman Brothers bankruptcy period. We distinguish between local and global shocks, and both gain importance in explaining CDS spreads since September 2008. For example, we find that a 10% drop in the value of financial firms globally is associated with a 13bps increase in the price of default risk of advanced economies, on average. Such results appear consistent with the popular belief about governments absorbing risks of private sectors during the recent crisis, and may not seem surprising. However, to our knowledge, we are the first to quantify this economic channel in advanced economy CDS prices. Since we quantify the correlation patterns in contemporaneous terms, we acknowledge the possible interpretation of a two-way risk transfer, as motivated by Demirg¨ uc-Kunt and Huizinga (2010). They hypothesize the reverse channel in which a worsening public debt account leads to a lower value of financial firms as financially burdened countries can not save the financial system that easily. More specifically, in Demirg¨ uc-Kunt and Huizinga (2010) a country’s public debt amount is negatively associated with bank share prices as measured by their market-to-book ratio. In our paper, the amount of public debt serves as a control since we attempt to measure if the state of the financial system has an effect on CDS prices above and beyond what is already contained in a country’s leverage. Nevertheless, as Debt/GDP is positively associated with a country’s CDS spread, the negative correlation between CDS spreads and the state of a country’s financial sector is consistent with their findings. A way in which we differ from Demirg¨ uc-Kunt and Huizinga (2010) is in measuring the relative size of the financial system. In their case, a shock to the public sector does not appear to matter differently if the size of the financial sector was larger. We, however, find that not only is a larger financial sector associated with higher CDS spreads, but also that a local financial shock is more strongly negatively associated with CDS spreads in cases where the financial sector is larger in size.2 2



Our result about the correlation between global financials and CDS spreads is also important given the interpretation of a two-way risk transfer. A shock to a country’s public finances would not only impact the value of domestic financial firms, but also the value of non-domestic financial firms. Stated in terms of Demirg¨ uc-Kunt and Huizinga (2010), a financially burdened country can also not save other countries’ financial systems that easily.
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Our third hypothesis relates to a source of country heterogeneity, i.e. whether a country is a member of the Monetary and Economic Union of the European Union (EMU). The level of CDS spreads is, on average, lower for countries in the EMU, consistent with results based on government yields as in Lund (1999). But we also show their sensitivities to shocks to the global and local financial system are higher compared to non-EMU members, suggesting the risk transfer was larger for countries operating under a supra-national monetary authority. Specifically, the sensitivities of EMU member countries to global financial shocks are twice as large compared to nonEMU members – likely a reflection of those countries’ inability to individually control Euro money supply: A one standard deviation change in the return to global financials leads to a 0.48 (0.24) standard deviation change in the sovereign CDS spread of EMU (non-EMU) countries. Our final hypothesis relates to how exposed a country’s financial system was to the sub-prime mortgage sector. Since we do not observe bank-level holding data on subprime mortgage securities, we estimate countries’ exposures through a correlation study of domestic financial firms’ returns and the ABX.HE index – a popular index tracking the price performance of sub-prime securities. We find that a country’s exposure to the US sub-prime sector does not alter the magnitude of a risk transfer. This seems surprising given the widely-held belief that the roots of the current crisis and much of the associated losses can be traced to the sub-prime sector. However, we acknowledge that this finding could also be due to an imprecise measure of sub-prime risk exposure. In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 discusses the mechanics of the Western European sovereign CDS market, and describes the data. Section 3 studies the comovement between the performance of the financial system and sovereign CDS spreads; we conclude in Section 4. Tables 1 - 4 contain descriptive statistics and variable definitions, Tables 5 - 13 contain test results in the order in which they are discussed in the text.
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2



Data Description



2.1



Mechanics of the Western European Sovereign CDS Market



A sovereign CDS contract is a bilateral over-the-counter agreement between two parties to exchange cash-flows based on future contingencies. The CDS seller provides insurance to the buyer in case a credit event occurs in an obligation issued by the reference entity. In exchange for credit protection, the CDS buyer pays an amount equal to the spread times the notional to the protectional seller on a semi-annual basis for the maturity of the contract or the occurrence of a credit event, whichever is sooner. In case a credit event occurs, the CDS buyer pays the accrued coupon for the period and delivers the defaulted obligation to the seller for a payment of par value (physical settlement), or receives the difference between par value and the market price (cash settlement). Important for our case, the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) defines a credit event for a sovereign issuer as obligation acceleration, failure to pay, restructuring or repudiation/moratorium. The underlying credit event for all contracts used in our paper is restructuring. To qualify as a restructuring event, a reduction, postponement or deferral of principal or contractually agreed interest payments must occur in a form that binds all holders to one or more obligations. Additionally, a restructuring event can be the change in currency or composition of interest or principal payments to any currency which is not a permitted currency, as defined in the 2003 ISDA credit derivatives definitions and supplements. More specifically, the restructuring clause for contracts in our data set is Complete Restructuring, sometimes also referred as Full Restructuring. This means any restructuring event qualifies as a credit event and any bond of maturity up to 30 years is deliverable. None of the contracts contain the clause Modified Restructuring or Modified-Modified Restructuring, and they are not standard in the case of Western European sovereign CDS. For a bond to qualify as the reference obligation, it should be a deliverable obligation as defined by ISDA. In the case of emerging markets sovereign CDS, only bonds issued
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non-domestically in a permitted currency (USD, Euro, Yen, Canadian dollar, Franc, and Pound) are considered, see Pan and Singleton (2008). This is similar in the case of Western European sovereign CDS – if a country has outstanding foreign currency debt issued in a permitted currency, these bonds are considered to be deliverable obligations. However, if a sovereign does not have any outstanding foreign currency debt, the deliverable obligation is the domestic local-currency debt. Lastly, in the case of Eurozone sovereigns, EUR denominated debt can be considered a deliverable obligation, alongside any other foreign currency debt in one of the permitted currencies. In order to mitigate counterparty risk, parties can be asked to post cash-equivalent collateral. But the possibility that a credit event on an advanced industrial country would coincide with a severe market disruption, rendering one or both of the counterparties unable to fulfil their contractual obligations, remains. We acknowledge that such jump to default risk exists, and point out two additional factors with respect to our study: First, banks will generally not trade the CDS contract on their domestic sovereign. Second, a negative shock to the financial system should decrease the conditional expected payoff of a CDS contract solely from the perspective of counterparty risk, which is the opposite direction of our findings about the empirical correlation between sovereign CDS spreads and the state of the financial sector.



2.2



The Dataset



We utilize the markit data base, containing mid quotes of actively traded CDS contracts on 18 countries that belong to the Western European sovereign CDS market.3 All quotes are based on the USD-denominated CDS contract, which is the standard currency in this market segment. The countries covered are Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the UK. Out of the 18 countries, 11 are members 3 We use the 10-year contract for the results shown in this paper. Anecdotal evidence from conversations with traders suggests that the 10-year contract is the most liquid on the Western European sovereign CDS term structure, and we are able to compile more country-week observations by using the 10-year contract compared to the 5-year contract. However, our results are robust to using 5-year CDS spreads.
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of the European Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) and thus share the EURO as their common currency. Of the remaining seven countries, six are members of the European Union with the exception of Israel. However, due to geographical proximity Israel is part of what ISDA refers to as the Western European sovereign CDS market, and transactions are subject to the same market conventions.4 The markit data contains a complete set of weekly observations, Wednesday to Wednesday, for almost all 18 countries. Specifically, the data spans from January 2007 to April 2010, totalling 3,030 country-week observations. Table 1 shows summary statistics in basis points. There is a wide dispersion within the sample: average spreads are as low as 19bps in the case of Germany, or as high as 89bps and 96bps in the case of Ireland and Greece, respectively. The highest average spread corresponds to the contract on Hungary. The standard deviation of spread changes highlights further differences; Germany exhibits a weekly volatility in spread changes of 3.8bps versus Ireland’s 17.3bps, and the highest standard deviation corresponds to the contract on Poland.



2.3



Time-Series Properties



It is also instructive to graphically examine the time series properties, Figure 1 plots the level of spreads from January 2007 to April 2010. Prior to the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers on the 15th September 2008, CDS spreads for most countries are relatively stable and exhibit low correlation cross-sectionally. Since the bankruptcy, however, sovereign CDS appear to move together and rise to unprecedented levels. Most sovereign spreads peak at the beginning of March 2009, shortly after AIG announced a fourth quarter loss of $61.7bn, the largest quarterly loss in corporate history at the time. Ireland’s CDS spread, for example, peaked at 365bps, a more than hundredfold increase over its pre-crisis lows. Even Germany experienced a CDS spread more than 30 times the magnitude of its end-of 2006 levels. Greece is the country with the largest 4 We do not consider countries for which less than half of a complete time series observation were available. EU countries that are notably absent are Austria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, and Malta - for which quotations are stale, or no data was recoded at all. The same applies to two non-EU countries of the Western European Sovereign CDS market, i.e. Switzerland and Iceland.
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CDS spread at the end of our data set, peaking at 370 bps. Empirical work on default risk in general has been based on changes of spreads as well as levels of spreads. While using changes is a popular approach, we should not necessarily expect that CDS spreads display explosive time-series behavior. For example, Cremers et al. (2008) find no strong econometric evidence for a unit root in levels of credit spreads in the corporate debt context. We address this debate in our data and find that CDS spreads for 8 out of 18 countries appear stationary in levels at the 10% significance level, based on Dickey-Fuller tests. But the evidence is mixed in that there are some countries for which the time series in levels appears non-stationary, or at least near non-stationary.5 This could happen if the underlying entity is approaching the default state as some market participants might expected in the case of Greece, where high budget deficits and an ailing economy led to a significant widening of CDS spreads since December 2009. Another reason could be the relatively short time series such that non-stationarity emerges as a small sample property – the CDS market on advanced economy debt only started to develop since 2006, which is shorter than the data sets available in the corporate debt context. We believe the mixed econometric evidence lends support for analyzing our CDS spread data in changes as well as levels; throughout the paper we denote the level of country i’s CDS spread observed at time t by CDSit , and the corresponding change by ∆CDSit , respectively.



2.4



Principal Component Analysis



Figure 1 suggests there existed strong co-movement in CDS spreads across countries during the financial crisis. To further quantify the degree of such commonality, we conduct a principal component analysis in the spirit of Longstaff et al. (2010), see Table 5. Panel A lists the cumulative percentage of explained variation in CDS spread changes by the first five principal components. To assess the economic significance of the explained variation, we also conduct a principal component analysis of the weekly 5 Based on Dickey-Fuller tests (including time trend and intercept), the countries that appear nonstationary in levels include CZE, DEN, FIN, GRE, HUN, NET, POL, SLO, SWE, UNI. For all countries CDS spread changes appear stationary at the 1% significance level. Estimation results are available upon request.
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domestic stock market returns of the sovereigns, respectively.6 The first principal component alone explains 75% of sample variation, whereas the first five principal components explain 94%. For domestic stock market returns the first principal component explains 65% of sample variation, and the first five principal components explain 84%. Although both equity returns and spread changes exhibit a large degree of commonality, CDS spreads appear to display stronger cross-sectional correlation. This echoes the results in Longstaff et al. (2010), who argue that diversification benefits for sovereign credit portfolios are lower than for international equity portfolios. To explore what economically meaningful factors might underlie such commonality, we extract the first principal component and regress it on ten global factors commonly used in credit risk modeling, essentially the European equivalents to those used in Longstaff et al. (2010). The factors are observable variables such as the return of the European equity index Stoxx 50, changes in the V2X volatility index, and changes in a European high yield and investment grade index, a complete list of variables and definitions is shown in Table 2. Panel B in Table 5 shows the results. In specification (1), the V2X volatility index is significantly positively related to the first principal component, such that a one standard deviation change in the V2X is associated with a positive 0.23 standard deviation change in the first principal component – complementing the findings of Pan and Singleton (2008) and Longstaff et al. (2010) among others. We also find significant countercyclical evidence with respect to the general level of interest rates, such that a one standard deviation change in the 10-year Bund yield is associated with a negative 0.29 standard deviation change in the first principal component. In specification (2), we add the return of a world financials index to the regression. This inclusion adds to the explanatory power of the regression showing a 16% increase in the R2 value. Furthermore, the coefficient estimate is large and highly significant, suggesting that the state of the financial sector is important in 6



As a proxy for local stock market performance, we utilize the Dow Jones Total Market Indices. These are float-adjusted market capitalization weighted country-specific indices aiming to represent the domestic common stock universe. Also included are securities with the characteristics of common equities, such as REITs. Our empirical results are robust to using alternative country-specific indices. All indices are USD-denominated.
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understanding the behaviors of advanced economies’ CDS spreads - a claim that we explore in the next section.



3



Empirical Analysis



3.1



Cross-Sectional Analysis



The starting point of our empirical analysis is a panel regression with time fixed effects of CDS spreads on explanatory variables given by the equation CDSit = α + XitT β + γθi + δ∆BAi + κLocF init +λθi ∗ LocF init + η∆BAi ∗ LocF init + νt + it .



(1)



The vector Xit represents base case covariates including Debt/GDP, reserves, terms of trade volatility, stock market volatility, the stock market index, and the FX rate, all of which are defined in Table 2. We rely on structural models of default to furnish this set of base case covariates. Ericsson et al. (2009) among others show that leverage and asset volatility, two important theoretical determinants of credit risk, are also correlated with corporate CDS spreads. We utilize two leverage variables and two volatility variables in the sovereign CDS context. Following Boehmer and Megginson (1990), Reinhart and Rogoff (2010), and Hilscher and Nosbusch (2010), countries’ indebtness can be measured by their total debt outstanding over Gross Domestic Product ratio. Furthermore, countries’ reserves are often used in an ability-to-pay context, such that we also include exchange rate reserves (minus gold).7 Regarding volatility, we utilize a measure of stock market volatility and construct the economic volatility variable used in Hilscher and Nosbusch (2010), i.e. 18-month rolling volatility of countries’ terms of trade. To impose further discipline, we add two variables to the base case covariates – 7



One might argue that Reserves/GDP is the more appropriate leverage variable since it scales reserves to the size of the economy. However, the variables Reserves/GDP and Debt/GDP are more highly correlated since they contain the same denominator. Hence, we included Reserves only to see if reserves have explanatory power above and beyond Debt/GDP. Please note, the average cross-sectional correlations of all base case covariates are smaller than 0.5.
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a stock market variable aiming to proxy for the size and state of the economy, and each country’s exchange rate relative to the USD representing the contract currency. As the first goal is to mainly exploit cross-sectional differences of the 18 countries we include time fixed effects given by νt . Table 6 shows the result of the base case regression sampled monthly. We chose monthly here as our sampling frequency because three of the four leverage and volatility variables can not be measured on a weekly level. As expected, we find that the covariates have strong explanatory power in the sovereign CDS context, and the signs of all significant coefficients correspond to economic intuition. For example, a country’s stock market volatility matters, which is consistent with predictions that arise from an ability-to-pay model as in Claessens and Pennacchi (1996). Given this, we now test if the size and state of countries’ financial sectors have power for explaining CDS spreads above and beyond such variables. 3.1.1



Measuring Exposure to the Financial System



If sovereign default risk embedded in CDS spreads truly covaries with the health of the financial system, we expect this effect to be stronger in countries with higher exposure to the financial system. Countries in which the financial sector plays a larger role may need to take larger ownership stakes, extend more support programs and assume more bank liabilities to stabilize their economy, thus increasing their country risk. The channel through which a sovereign’s default probability and expected recovery is affected can manifest in different ways. Government support programs for ailing financial firms, for example, may require the sovereign to issue more debt, thus increasing the leverage ratio. In the long run, the desire to monetize some of the domestic debt outstanding may also stoke inflation, which could affect the sovereign’s ability to repay debt. There exist several measures that may capture the exposure of a country to its financial system. We focus on two measures, a stock-based measure and a flow-based measure: The first metric, θi , is a ratio of two market capitalizations. It is computed as the average (1/1/2003-6/1/2007) of the ratio of the market capitalization of finan-
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cial firms over total market capitalization for each country. To compute the market capitalization of financial firms, we simply use the market capitalization of the Dow Jones Total Market (DJTM) Financials Index, a float-adjusted market capitalization weighted sector index denominated in USD and available for all countries in our sample. Similarly, to compute the total market capitalization of each country, we use the DJTM Country index. Hence, θi may not quantitatively equal the true size of the financial sector. However, robustness tests show that it correlates positively with similar measures, such as the ratio of aggregate bank assets to GDP. The second metric, ∆BAi , proxies for the growth in the financial sector pre-2007. It is defined as the average percentage change in domestic bank assets (1/1/2003 12/31/2006). This measure identifies countries for which the financial sector grew quicker in the years leading up to the financial crisis. Hence, a high ∆BAi may indicate that banks may have taken on additional risks for higher returns and accelerated growth. Such fast-growing financial sectors could be particularly susceptible to collapse in the wake of financial turmoil, thus prompting government bail-outs and increased sovereign CDS spread sensitivity. Table 4 reports the country ranking by θi and ∆BAi . Both metrics are positively correlated, with a Spearman rank order correlation of 0.20. Ireland and Hungary rank in the top third using either metric. Anecdotally, this seems consistent with the pattern observed during the crisis. Ireland, for example, nationalized Anglo Irish Bank in January 2009 after it was determined that a government recapitalization scheme would not be sufficient to prevent the bank’s failure. Furthermore, the nation’s two largest banks, Allied Irish Bank and Bank of Ireland, both received EUR3.5bn in government assistance. Hypothesis 1. If the pre-crisis exposure to the financial system matters for the price of sovereign CDS, then we expect the level of the CDS spread to be higher for high-θ (∆BA) versus low-θ (∆BA) countries. The estimates shown in Table 6 suggest that both θi and ∆BAi are important factors in determining the level of sovereign CDS spreads. In specification (2), for example, a 13



sovereign’s debt to GDP ratio accounts for roughly 27bps of the CDS spread, whereas θi accounts for roughly 40bps (using the cross-sectional average of the Debt/GDP ratio and θi ). We now refine this analysis by not only analyzing the pre-crisis exposure to financial system but also the importance of the current state, requiring the measurement of shocks to the financial sector. 3.1.2



Local and Global Financial Shocks



To capture the state of global financials we use the MSCI World Financials index. Returns to the MSCI index tend to be strongly correlated with returns to general stock market, for example the Euro Stoxx 50 index. While collinearity per se is not a problem in judging the overall fit of our model, it interferes with our ability to sensibly interpret the coefficients. Hence, we first orthogonalize the world financials return by regressing it on the Stoxx 50 return, and assume the sum of the estimated residuals and intercept to be our return to world financials. We let ∆GloF int denote the orthogonalized return to world financials. To capture the state of local financials, we again use the DJTM Financials index, aiming to represent the investable universe of financial services firms in each country. We are interested in creating a variable measuring the performance of local financial firms independent of market returns and global financials returns. Hence, we regress returns of the local financials on returns to the local market index and returns to global financials, and assume the sum of the estimated residuals and intercept to be our orthogonalized local financial return, denoted ∆LocF init . Since our analysis in Equation (1) tests CDS spreads in levels, we integrate ∆LocF init to an index denoted LocF init by multiplying the gross returns. The actual return series ∆LocF init and ∆GloF int will be utilized in Equations (2) - (5) testing CDS spread changes. Hypothesis 2. If the current state of the financial system matters for the price of sovereign CDS, then we expect this effect to be stronger in high θi (∆BAi ) versus low θi (∆BAi ) countries. 14



We test this hypothesis by including LocF init to the regression setup shown in specifications (4) - (6). Not only is the coefficient on LocF init significant, the interaction terms of LocF init with the exposure to the financial system are also meaningful, and significant in the case of ∆BA. We confirm that a worsening state of the financial system increases the sovereign CDS spread, and this effect is stronger in countries where the financial sector is of larger importance.8 So far, the analysis above has been carried out in levels. While several countries’ CDS appear stationary in levels, the evidence is mixed in that some countries appear non-stationary or near non-stationary. Furthermore, Equation (1) requires levels for all covariates, which is another reason why difference specifications are sometimes preferred. Hence, we test Hypothesis 2 using changes given by the equation ∆CDSit = α + ∆XitT β + γθi + δ∆BAi + κ∆LocF init +λθi ∗ ∆LocF init + η∆BAi ∗ ∆LocF init + νt + it ,



(2)



and the results are shown in Table 7. The vector ∆Xit in Equation (2) contains the change in Debt/GDP, reserves, terms of trade volatility, stock market volatility, the stock market return, and the FX return. Each countries’ financials sector return is given by ∆LocF init , and time fixed effects are captured by νt . We confirm that the correlation pattern between CDS changes and the financial shocks is more pronounced for larger financial sector exposure, as shown in specification (3). As an aside, the volatility measures, the local stock market return, and the exchange rate return all significantly co-move with changes in the sovereign CDS spread, and the signs of the coefficients on these factors are consistent with economic intuition. The leverage variables, however, are not significant using changes; the reason is that Debt/GDP is updated quarterly, and since the data for this test is sampled monthly this leads to two null observations per quarter - thereby not leading to cross-sectional variation among the countries in 2 8



Demirg¨ uc-Kunt and Huizinga (2010) define a size indicator variable that equals 1 if banks’ liabilities relative to GDP exceed the ratio .5, and zero otherwise. While interacting this variable and the public debt amount, they find that size does not alter the correlation pattern between the public debt variable and the book-to-market ratio of financial firms.
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out of 3 months. 3.1.3



Pre/Post Crisis



Although several observers may argue the financial crisis began in 2007 with the demise of Bear Stearns, we believe that only after the collapse of Lehman Brothers did the passthrough effects of the market turmoil significantly affect sovereign credit risk. Indeed, Figure 1 shows most of the widening in spreads happened in the immediate aftermath of Lehman’s bankruptcy. Hence, we choose 9/15/2008 as our pre/post crisis breakpoint.9 The reasons for a pre/post analysis are twofold. First, we can get further insight about the importance of the base case covariates. Second, this allows for another perspective on the importance of the financial sector as we observe the unfolding of the crisis. Table 8 shows estimation results of Equation (1) based on levels. We note that leverage and volatility variables have significantly larger coefficients post-crisis. Furthermore, the statistical significance of term of trade volatility or stock market volatility stems entirely from market turmoil times. Important for our study, we find the state of the domestic financial sector is of significance in the pre and post-crisis period, but the sensitivity is almost ten times larger in the post-crisis period. The insights from this pre/post analysis are qualitatively similar using Equation (2) based on changes. To summarize the results from the cross-sectional analysis, three insights stand out: First, higher pre-crisis exposure of a country’s financial sector is associated with a higher sovereign CDS spread. Second, a deteriorating state of the financial sector is associated with a larger CDS spread, and this effect is stronger for high exposure countries. Third, the association between the financial sector and CDS spreads is magnified in the postcrisis period. Our results thus far may indicate that the Lehman bankruptcy event and the ensuing government interventions led market participants to price in a transfer of risk from domestic private institutions to the public sector, a channel that will be explored in more depth in the next subsection. 9 Our results are robust to changing the cut-off point within the two weeks encompassing the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers. Since the sovereign CDS market for advanced economies did not trade liquidly prior to 2007, breakpoints surrounding the demise of Bear Stearns suffer from an inadequate number of observations pre-crisis.
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3.2



Time-Series Analysis



A time-series analysis allows to test if global variables have explanatory power for CDS spreads above and beyond the country-specific factors, and they can not be added to Equations (1) and (2) due to the lack of cross-sectional variation. Our goal is twofold: First, we are interested in testing global variables already motivated for the CDS market. Furthermore, we are interested in assessing the importance of global financial shocks. Our next test is a panel regression with country fixed effects of CDS spread changes on explanatory variables given by the equation ∆CDSit = α + ∆XitT β + γ∆GloF int + δ∆LocF init + ρi + it .



(3)



The vector ∆Xit in Equation (3) represents base case covariates including the return of the local stock market index, the change in stock market volatility, and the FX return. For this analysis we sample the data weekly allowing us to utilize the maximal CDS data possible. As a result, some economic variables included in the previous regressions for which weekly changes can not be complied (Debt/GDP, Reserves, and ToT Vol) are dropped. We believe, however, this does not diminish the economic significance of our test as we include several global covariates, motivated by Longstaff et al. (2010). Following their reasoning, those are market-determined variables and should aggregate much of the economic information relevant in the sovereign debt market. All global variables are defined in Table 2. Variables that proxy for the state of the global economy are the return of the Euro Stoxx 50 Index, the weekly change in the yield to the 10 year German Bund, the change in the spread between BBB European Corporates and AA European Corporates, the change in the spread between BB European Corporates and BBB European Corporates.10 Two variables that proxy for global investment flows are the change in total net inflows to long-term US equity mutual funds, and the change in total net inflows to long-term US bond mutual funds; 10



There are many other European market indices that could potentially be used in the analysis. The reason we chose the Euro Stoxx 50 is twofold: First, it is a very visible European equity index. Second, it is highly correlated with other cross-European indices such as the FTSE Eurotop 100 and the S&P Europe 350.
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unfortunately, to our knowledge there is no publicly available European equivalent. We use two variables to proxy for risk premia, i.e. the change in the price to earnings ratio for the Euro Stoxx 50, and the change in the spread between the V2X volatility implied index and the weekly realized volatility as measured by the Garman and Klass (1980) volatility estimator.11 We also add the test variables ∆GloF int and ∆LocF init to the regression set up to account for the state of the financial sectors. Finally, country fixed effects are captured by ρi to account for country-specific attributes that may be different across countries but constant over time. Results are shown in Table 9. They confirm our preliminary result from the principal component analysis in that global financial shocks have strong explanatory power. In addition, they are indeed a determinant above and beyond local financial shocks. Compared to the principal component analysis, return variables in Equation (3) are not standardized thus showing directly the economic significance: A 10% negative shock to the global financial system translates into a 10.6bps increase in the CDS spread. As before, the sample also allows us to differentiate between the pre and post-crisis periods. In specification (2) we interact an indicator variable Crisis, taking a value of zero before the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers and a value of one afterwards, with ∆GloF int and ∆LocF init , respectively. We find significant pre and post-crisis differences, showing much of the covariation between financials and sovereign CDS spreads is an artefact of the post-Lehman time period. While this confirms the results of the cross-sectional analysis about local financials, it adds insight into the importance for global financials post-crisis: Market participants appeared to be concerned about the systemic risk posed by a deterioration in the world financial sector. The results about the importance of financial sector shocks are robust when estimating Equation (3) using monthly changes, and they are quantitatively similar. We note, 11



We test Equation (3) using changes only. First, the time-series behavior of the covariates in levels contain some evidence of non-stationary behavior; five of the eight global variables appear non-stationary in levels; the European Stoxx 50 index, and also the investment grade yield spread and the P/E ratio variable during our sample period. Furthermore, our two flow variables are typically not expected to be mean-reverting. Second, displaying changes makes our results directly comparable to Longstaff et al. (2010).
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however, the frequency of observations appears to affect the correlation structure among additional covariates, such that the sensitivities to changes in stock market volatility and the change in the FX rate is amplified. 3.2.1



Country-by-Country Regressions



We may ask which countries are the drivers of these results? To answer this question we stratify the sample country by country. We specify a time-series regression given by equation ∆CDSit = ∆XitT βi + γi ∆GloF int + δi ∆LocF init + it ,



(4)



where ∆Xit is the matrix of covariates as in Equation (3). However, the regression coefficients in Equation (4) are standardized; they are scaled by the ratio of the standard deviation of the independent variable relative to the standard deviation of the dependent variable, allowing us to directly compare country results. Hence, a regression coefficient of -0.5 implies that a one standard deviation move in the independent variable results in a -0.5 standard deviation move in the dependent variable. Furthermore, all variables are demeaned. We could also assess the significance of different factors by regressing relative CDS spreads on relative factors, where the differences are taken with respect to a base country. However, we specify the regressions in absolute terms to obtain a numeraire invariant result. The results of the 18 individual regressions are displayed in Table 10. Casual inspection reveals that commonality in CDS spreads does not appear to be captured by any of the local covariates. The stock market factor is only significant at the 5% level in seven of the 18 countries; no other covariate is significant except the return of the exchange rate in case of Ireland. Confirming the results in Longstaff et al. (2010), we find that local factors generally perform poorly relative to their global counterparts, the most significant of which are the return of the Stoxx 50, the change in the 10 year Bund yield, and the change in the PE Ratio. We find different results compared to Longstaff et al. (2010) and Pan and Singleton (2008) for the volatility risk premium factor. Even though our sample covers an episode of crisis and market turmoil, the 19



volatility risk premium is statistically insignificant in all of the countries, which also echoes our results found in the principal component analysis in Table 5. In Table 11 we add the shocks ∆GloF int and ∆LocF init to the regression setup. The point estimates of γi are highly significant and large in absolute magnitudes in 16 of the 18 countries, confirming the performance of the world financial system may be an important source of commonality. The estimates of δi are significant in four countries, all of which also have significant estimates for γi , suggesting the performance of the local financial system had an impact in addition to the health of the global financial system in case of Denmark, Finland, Ireland and Slovenia. For example, a one standard deviation change in local financials is associated with a .36 standard deviation change in the CDS spread in case of Ireland. To gauge the economic significance of this, since Ireland’s standard deviation of local financials is 15.3%, such a move is associated with a 6.2 bps change in the CDS spread. The fit of the model also seems considerably improved relative to the regression without financials: The average increase in R2 is 8%, where the largest increase is 17% in case of Ireland. 3.2.2



EMU Member Countries



Our next hypothesis concerns the differential effect of the financial system on sovereign CDS spreads for countries in the Economic and Monetary Union of the European Union. Out of the 18 countries in our sample, 11 are EMU members. Hence, these countries share the Euro as a common currency. Monetary policy in Eurozone countries is defined and implemented by the European Central Bank (ECB). Crucially, the ECB has the exclusive authority to authorize the issuance of euro bank notes, and Eurozone countries cannot monetize any euro-denominated outstanding debt by printing domestic currency. Hence, inflexibility in monetary policy and the inability to print domestic currency may affect a country’s default probability. For this reason we believe that during the recent financial crisis, Eurozone CDS spreads may have exhibited more sensitivity to the health of financial system than their non-Eurozone counterparts.
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Hypothesis 3. If a change in the condition of the financial system matters for the price of sovereign CDS, then we expect this effect to be stronger for EMU-countries versus Non-EMU countries. We first stratify the sample by EMU and non-EMU countries in a single sort shown in Table 12. The EMU bin contains SLO, FIN, FRA, GER, POR, NET, BEL, SPA, ITA, IRE, and GRE. Results are based on the pooled time-series regression given by equation ∆CDSit = ∆XitT βj + γj ∆GloF int + δj ∆LocF init + it ,



(5)



for each of the two bins j = {N on − EM U, EM U }. If Hypothesis 3 is correct, then we expect that |γEM U | − |γN on−EM U | > 0, and |δEM U | − |δnon−EM U | > 0. The estimated factor loadings γj and δj are statistically significant and monotonically increasing among the Non-EMU and EMU bin. A test of the null hypothesis that the estimates of γj are equal is rejected with 1% confidence. In fact, the loading on ∆GloF in for the EMU bin is twice as large as the loading for the non-EMU bin: For EMU countries, a one standard deviation change in the return to global financials leads to a 0.48 standard deviation change in the level of the sovereign CDS spread.12 We also sort EMU countries by their level of θi and ∆BA, testing for Hypothesis 2 in the same context. We estimate same regression as above, where j = {EM U &lowθ, EM U &highθ, EM U &low∆BA, EM U &high∆BA}. The EMU high-θ bin contains NET, BEL, SPA, ITA, IRE, and GRE; the EMU high-∆BA bin contains NET, SPA, IRE, GRE, and FIN, respectively. The results of this analysis are reported in Table 12 under the double sorts tab. A test of the null hypothesis that estimates of γj and δj are equal for the double sort bins is rejected with 5% confidence. We conclude, among EMU member countries, 12 In addition, we have some evidence that the difference in sensitivities has increased during the last six months of our data set, and this appears to be driven by the non-EMU countries. For example, the sensitivity to global financial shocks has changed from -.26 pre Oct 2009, to -.21 post Oct 2009 for nonEMU countries, but the sensitivity remains unchanged at -0.48 for EMU countries. During this time, the Eurozone leaders agreed to create a joint financial safety net in response to Greek funding difficulties. Our data ends prior to the enactment of the European Financial Stability Facility. Estimation results are available upon request.
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the countries with higher pre-crisis exposure have a larger sensitivity to local and global financial shocks. For example, for Eurozone countries with high levels of θ, a one standard deviation change in the return to local financials leads to a 0.22 standard deviation change in the sovereign CDS spread, and a one standard deviation change in the return to global financials leads to a 0.55 standard deviation change in the sovereign CDS spread, respectively. The results are qualitatively and quantitatively similar based on the double sort using ∆BA instead. While the difference of high ∆BA compared to low ∆BA is more pronounced for local financial shocks, it is slightly less pronounced for global financial shocks compared to the sort based on θ. However, a test of the null hypothesis that estimates of γj are equal for the alternative double sort bins is rejected with 5% confidence. 3.2.3



Exposure to Sub-Prime Securities



Our final hypothesis addresses a common perception that sub-prime securities played a key role in the financial crisis. Securities backed with sub-prime mortgages were widely held by financial institutions and, as a result of increased default rates and delinquencies, lost a majority of their value during the financial crisis. If governments explicitly or implicitly assumed financial sector liabilities during this period, we might expect that a country’s CDS spread sensitivity towards the financial system is larger if domestic banks were heavily invested in the sub-prime sector. Hypothesis 4. If a change in the condition of the financial system matters for the price of sovereign CDS, then we expect this effect to be stronger for countries with higher exposures to the sub-prime mortgage sector. In order to compute a country’s exposure to the sub-prime mortgage sector we obtain a time series of the ABX.HE index. This index tracks the price of CDS on a set of 20 equal-weighted, AAA-rated US sub-prime mortgage-backed securities issued
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within six months of each other.13 If a country’s financial sector was heavily exposed to sub-prime securities, then the return to domestic financials should co-move with the performance of the ABX.HE index. Hence, for each country we regress ∆LocF init on the percentage return to the index, and then rank countries by the absolute magnitude of the standardized coefficient, see Table 4. The first two columns in Table 13 refer to a single sort of a pooled time-series regression. The high sub-prime exposure bin has larger γj and δj coefficients compared to the low sub-prime exposure bin, thereby not confirming our hypothesis. We also double sort, first according to sub-prime exposure and then according to the financial exposure measure θ. Interestingly, a test for γlow = γhigh cannot be rejected at conventional significance levels. Based on the coefficient estimate for δj , it is apparent that the effect of the local financial sector also does not conform to Hypothesis 4. Again, a test for δlow = δhigh also reveals that there is no difference in coefficient estimates, confirming the result. To summarize the results from the time-series analysis, again three insights stand out: First, not only local financial shocks but also global financial shocks are strongly associated with changes in advanced economy CDS spreads. Second, the sensitivity to financial shocks is stronger for EMU member countries, and this results driven by countries with a high pre-crisis financial sector exposure. Third, countries’s exposure to the sub-prime mortgage sector does not appear to matter given our measurement based on the ABX.HE index. 13



The first index was launched in January 2006, with new on-the-run indices being introduced every six months, each time referencing 20 new sub-prime mortgage-backed securities. The up-front payment required to insure the underlying securities is then given by 100 minus the value of the index, taken as a percentage of the notional. Additionally, there exists a fixed annual payment, also expressed as a percentage of the notional. This quoting convention is standard in up-front CDS markets. Suppose, for the sake of example, that an investor would like to insure $10m of underlying mortgage-backed securities. If the index trades at 70, this equates to an up-front payment of $3m (30% of the $10m notional). Hence the value of the index correlates inversely with the default likelihood of the underlying securities. Conversations with CDS and MBS traders anecdotally confirmed that the ABX.HE index is the most watched index in the sub-prime mortgage segment.
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4



Conclusion



Our results support a private-to-public risk transfer related to countries’ exposures to the financial system during the recent economic crisis. This channel led to significant co-movement between the price of insurance against default and the performance of the financial sector, both locally and globally. We show the pattern differs across countries operating under different monetary authorities, in that countries that have adopted the EURO have higher sensitivities to the health of the financial system compared to non-EMU members. For future research it might be useful to analyze a public-to-public risk transfer, in addition to the private-to-public risk transfer. In light of the recent debt crisis surrounding Greece, Ireland and other European economies, several countries considered extending significant aid packages. This fiscal insurance mechanism might also be reflected in sovereign CDS market prices. Not only could this shed further light on the default barrier of advanced economies, it would also allow for the quantification of the wealth transfer among nations. An example for this is the European Financial Stability Facility created by the EURO area member states within the framework of the Ecofin Council.
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Changes Levels Country Mean StDev Min Max N Mean StDev Min Max N Belgium (BEL) 0.33 6.99 -33 38 171 39.49 33.56 3 153 172 Czech Republic (CZE) 0.38 14.37 -66 68 171 76.73 68.60 8 346 172 Denmark (DEN) 0.20 6.56 -28 28 171 33.68 36.47 2 147 172 0.15 3.95 -20 20 171 23.02 20.56 2 90 172 Finland (FIN) France (FRA) 0.30 4.26 -24 16 171 25.92 22.17 3 94 172 Germany (GER) 0.20 3.76 -19 17 171 21.67 18.97 2 91 172 Greece (GRE) 2.05 14.42 -61 51 171 108.46 96.19 11 366 172 Hungary (HUN) 1.07 13.54 -51 47 116 160.23 144.27 29 487 120 0.90 17.31 -67 108 169 91.92 88.82 3 356 170 Ireland (IRE) Israel (ISR) 0.48 15.02 -104 105 171 107.74 62.20 28 287 172 Italy (ITA) 0.63 9.09 -28 32 171 69.16 51.04 12 200 172 0.20 5.45 -21 30 171 29.91 30.11 2 126 172 Netherlands (NET) Poland (POL) 0.50 17.90 -90 80 171 108.49 87.62 14 394 172 Portugal (POR) 0.86 9.32 -32 42 171 57.26 42.88 8 207 172 Slovenia (SLO) 0.30 9.78 -44 53 171 57.58 50.18 6 227 172 Spain (SPA) 0.72 8.47 -24 37 171 59.30 43.25 5 164 172 Sweden (SWE) 0.21 7.91 -27 31 168 37.78 38.62 2 158 169 United Kingdom (UNI) 0.49 7.45 -30 37 162 47.34 42.60 2 162 163



Table 1: Sovereign CDS Spreads - Descriptive Statistics. This table reports descriptive statistics for weekly CDS spreads, in changes and levels and measured in basis points. The data source is markit. The time series covers the period from January 2007 to April 2010.



Table 2: Covariates - Variable Definitions. The table shows variables definitions of covariates used in the empirical analysis and their data source. The upper part contains all country-specific variables, the lower part contains all global variables. Variable Debt/GDP



Definition Gross debt over GDP



Source IMF, OECD Exchange rate reserves without gold (in USD, Datastream Reserves billions) ToT Vol - Terms of Trade 18 month rolling volatility of terms of trade IMF, Volatility (exports/imports) as in Hilscher and Nosbusch OECD (2010) StM Vol - Stock Market 90 day rolling stock market return volatility of Bloomberg Volatility domestic stock market index Datastream Forex - Foreign Exchange Exchange rate relative to USD Rate StM Ind - Domestic Stock Market capitalization of Dow Jones Total Stock Datastream Market Index Market Index Ratio of market capitalization of Dow Jones To- Datastream θ - Theta tal Market Financials Index over market capitalization of Dow Jones Total Market Index ∆BA - Delta BA Percentage change in domestic bank assets IMF Loc Fin - Local Financials Dow Jones Total Market Financials Index re- Datastream turn (intercept and residuals from a regression on MSCI World Financial Index return and domestic stock market index return) Glo Fin - Global Financials MSCI World Financials Index return (intercept Datastream and residuals from a regression on Stoxx50 return) Stoxx 50 - Stoxx 50 Index EuroStoxx 50 Index Bloomberg 10y Yield Constant Maturity Yield of 10y German Bund Bloomberg IG Yield Yield Spread between BBB and AA rated Eu- Bloomberg ropean Corporates HY Yield Yield Spread between BB and BBB rated Euro- Bloomberg pean Corporates PE Ratio EuroStoxx 50 Price Earnings Ratio Bloomberg Equity Fl - Equity Flow Net inflows to long-term US equity mutual funds ICI Bond Fl - Bond Flow Net inflows to long-term US bond mutual funds ICI V2X Implied volatility index of the EuroStoxx 50 Bloomberg Vol Prem - Volatility Pre- Implied volatility index of the EuroStoxx 50 mi- Bloomberg, mium nus realized volatility as measured by the Gar- Datasman and Klass (1980) volatility estimator. tream
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Mean Debt/ ToT StM Reserves ∆Forex Country GDP Vol Vol 88.75% 11019 11.08% 25.86% 0.06% BEL 30.29% 35906 13.09% 31.98% 0.02% CZE 32.79% 45099 17.26% 28.01% 0.06% DEN 37.54% 7383 25.34% 32.76% 0.06% FIN 66.78% 42383 10.48% 29.02% 0.06% FRA 67.21% 48054 14.89% 28.38% 0.06% GER 100.05% 684 9.54% 34.77% 0.06% GRE 69.40% 31105 12.34% 42.80% 0.14% HUN 35.70% 1042 48.59% 36.44% 0.06% IRE 80.82% 40508 n/a 23.22% -0.04% ISR 106.82% 35108 18.26% 29.15% 0.06% ITA 51.84% 12635 7.84% 28.08% 0.06% NET 47.24% 65847 14.03% 36.11% 0.13% POL 66.49% 1756 12.12% 25.27% 0.06% POR 25.91% 1233 19.11% 25.34% 0.06% SLO 40.63% 13110 13.32% 29.86% 0.06% SPA 41.89% 31022 12.91% 36.02% 0.09% SWE 49.60% 47595 6.45% 27.83% 0.15% UNI ∆Loc ∆StM Fin Ind -0.34% -0.10% 0.38% 0.16% -0.21% 0.07% 0.04% -0.17% -0.23% -0.16% -0.17% -0.06% -0.56% -0.50% 0.11% 0.00% -0.48% -0.51% -0.02% 0.09% -0.39% -0.33% -0.37% -0.16% 0.11% -0.04% -0.55% -0.19% -0.53% -0.19% -0.16% -0.16% 0.01% 0.02% -0.34% -0.16%



Debt/ GDP 3.92% 2.09% 4.51% 3.49% 4.66% 2.62% 6.22% 4.82% 14.05% 4.21% 3.82% 6.30% 1.86% 4.28% 4.36% 5.32% 3.12% 8.23%



ToT Reserves Vol 2854 1.41% 3282 3.39% 18192 5.79% 1037 5.34% 7497 1.52% 7299 2.86% 445 1.69% 8959 3.57% 478 17.75% 13190 n/a 6962 3.53% 3311 1.05% 11892 4.80% 600 1.43% 1374 5.12% 2796 4.61% 7381 2.69% 6239 2.99%



StDev StM Vol 12.14% 18.28% 14.06% 13.58% 14.87% 14.45% 15.26% 21.29% 16.14% 7.55% 15.69% 14.12% 14.39% 12.72% 11.56% 14.97% 17.23% 14.58%



1.608% 2.312% 1.614% 1.608% 1.608% 1.608% 1.608% 2.779% 1.608% 1.484% 1.608% 1.608% 2.845% 1.608% 1.608% 1.608% 2.102% 1.730%



∆Forex



∆Loc Fin 5.663% 8.092% 5.855% 5.106% 6.751% 6.563% 7.365% 9.308% 15.334% 4.918% 6.097% 8.884% 7.852% 5.179% 4.234% 6.353% 6.374% 6.257%



∆StM Ind 4.221% 5.843% 4.873% 4.793% 4.373% 4.153% 5.948% 7.026% 5.645% 3.296% 4.906% 4.527% 6.337% 4.383% 4.470% 4.947% 5.447% 4.057%



Table 3: Covariates - Descriptive Statistics. This table reports descriptive statistics of country-specific covariates. The data shown is sampled weekly; if a variable is observed less frequently (Debt/GDP, Reserves, Terms of Trade Volatility), then a constant value is assumed between observations; Debt/GDP = Gross debt over GDP, Reserves = Exchange rate reserves; Tot Vol = Terms of Trade Volatility (annualized), StM Vol = Stock Market Volatility (annualized), ∆Forex = weekly change of FX rate, ∆Loc Fin = weekly return of Local Financials, ∆StM Ind = weekly return of local stock market index, the variables are further defined in Table 2. Each time series covers the period from January 2007 to April 2010.



Table 4: Measuring Exposure to the Financial Sector. This table reports the results of sorting countries by different metrics: θ, ∆BA, and sub − prime. θ is the pre-crisis average (1/1/2003 - 6/1/2007) of the ratio of the market capitalization of Dow Jones Total Market Financials Index over the market capitalization of Dow Jones Total Market Index. ∆BA is the pre-crisis average (1/1/2003 - 12/31/2006) annual growth rate in total bank assets. Countries’ sub − prime exposure is the magnitude of the coefficient of a regression of LocF in returns on returns of the ABX.HE (AAA) sub-prime index over the entire same sample period. Country SLO FIN CZE FRA GER DEN ISR UNI SWE POR NET POL BEL SPA HUN ITA IRE GRE



θ 0.01 0.05 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.33 0.38 0.39 0.39 0.41 0.42 0.46 0.54 0.54



Country BEL GER POR CZE ITA FRA DEN POL SWE FIN GRE UNI NET SPA HUN IRE SLO ISR



∆BA 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.23 N/A N/A
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Country SLO POR IRE FIN BEL DEN UNI FRA ISR SWE SPA GER GRE ITA CZE POL HUN NET



sub − prime 0.11 0.14 0.22 0.23 0.27 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.32 0.32 0.35 0.35 0.37 0.40 0.45 0.48 0.50



Table 5: Principal Components Analysis. This table reports results of a principal components analysis of weekly CDS spread changes. Panel A reports the cumulative percentage of explained variation in CDS spread changes as well as of country-specific stock market index returns. Panel B reports the results of a time series regression of the first principal component on the global factors, as defined in Table 2. The variables are demeaned, reported coefficients are standardized and t-statistics (in parentheses) are adjusted for heteroskedasticity. Significance at the one percent, five percent and ten percent level is denoted by ***, ** and * respectively. PC 1 2 3 4 5



∆Stoxx 50 ∆V2X ∆10y Yield ∆IG Yield ∆HY Yield ∆PE Ratio ∆Vol Prem ∆Equity Fl ∆Bond Fl



Panel A ∆CDS Stock Returns 75.36% 64.93% 82.32% 72.33% 87.71% 74.91% 92.36% 79.00% 93.93% 83.94% Panel B (1) -0.07 (-0.78) 0.23* (1.86) -0.29** (-2.20) 0.04 (0.54) 0.08 (1.07) -0.16 (-1.33) -0.15 (-1.18) 0.04 (0.51) -0.06 (-0.67)



∆Glo Fin N R-sq



171 0.40
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(2) -0.21** (-2.17) 0.01 (0.12) -0.18 (-1.58) 0.09 (1.31) 0.06 (0.79) 0.14 (1.02) -0.14 (-1.58) -0.02 (-0.29) -0.04 (-0.59) -0.58*** (-5.15) 171 0.56



32 Time FE N R-sq



Intercept



∆BA * Loc Fin



θ * Loc Fin



Loc Fin



∆BA



θ



Forex



StM Ind



StM Vol



ToT Vol



Reserves



Debt/GDP



-71.36*** (-7.33) Yes 667 0.45



(1) 44.03*** (6.90) -0.04 (-0.49) 76.74*** (4.81) 299.73*** (10.54) -0.36 (-1.45) 0.51*** (11.57)



-64.88*** (-6.73) Yes 667 0.47



(2) 20.70*** (2.65) -0.03 (-0.41) 58.75*** (3.66) 263.59*** (9.15) -0.29 (-1.17) 0.50*** (11.75) 63.65*** (5.01)



-112.45*** (-10.01) Yes 627 0.50



140.39*** (3.84)



(3) 66.77*** (9.31) 0.21** (2.22) 52.71*** (3.15) 332.81*** (10.27) -0.67** (-2.50) 0.41*** (8.75)



-61.93*** (-6.58) Yes 667 0.50



-0.05*** (-7.50)



(4) 38.07*** (6.17) -0.14* (-1.79) 85.64*** (5.58) 344.67*** (12.36) -0.38 (-1.58) 0.48*** (11.50)



-55.04*** (-5.93) Yes 667 0.52



-0.04*** (-4.48) -0.04 (-1.50)



(5) 9.73 (1.20) -0.15* (-1.91) 62.07*** (3.93) 300.62*** (10.53) -0.32 (-1.36) 0.48*** (11.74) 88.12*** (4.48)



-0.23** (-2.46) -96.29*** (-8.25) Yes 627 0.54



263.07*** (5.46) -0.02 (-1.48)



(6) 52.95*** (7.46) 0.05 (0.55) 51.90*** (3.25) 344.45*** (11.01) -0.90*** (-3.48) 0.37*** (8.24)



Table 6: Sovereign CDS Spread Levels: Cross-Sectional Analysis. This table reports results from a panel regression with time fixed effects of CDS spreads levels on explanatory variables, sampled monthly. The regression specification is given by CDSit = α + XitT β + γθi + δ∆BAi + κLocF init + λθi ∗ LocF init + η∆BAi ∗ LocF init + νt + it . The vector Xit represents the base case covariates of country i at time t including Debt/GDP, reserves, terms of trade volatility (ToT Vol), stock market volatility (StM Vol), stock market index (StM Ind), and the FX rate (Forex). The variables θi and ∆BAi measure countries’ exposure to the financial system, the Dow Jones total market financials index (orthogonalized) is given by LocF init . Time fixed effects are captured by νt ; reported coefficients are standardized and t-statistics (in parentheses) are adjusted for heteroskedasticity. Significance at the one percent, five percent and ten percent level is denoted by ***, ** and * respectively.



33 Time FE N R-sq



Intercept



∆BA* ∆Loc Fin



∆BA



θ* ∆Loc Fin



θ



∆Loc Fin



∆Forex



∆StM Ind



∆StM Vol



∆ToT Vol



∆Reserves



∆Debt/GDP



1.81*** (3.59) Yes 664 0.07



(1) 0.11 (0.27) 0.09 (0.32) 44.06 (1.32) 43.03* (1.77) -49.23*** (-3.91) 111.72*** (3.12)



1.74*** (3.49) Yes 664 0.10



(2) -0.07 (-0.18) 0.10 (0.36) 57.01* (1.72) 46.69* (1.95) -10.80 (-0.71) 116.22*** (3.29) -33.96*** (-4.29)



-0.14 (-0.13) Yes 664 0.11



(3) -0.15 (-0.39) 0.05 (0.16) 58.52* (1.78) 47.14** (1.98) -13.35 (-0.87) 120.77*** (3.45) -0.88 (-0.06) 6.20* (1.91) -69.35*** (-2.84) 8.56 (0.96) -79.91 (-1.34) 0.86 (0.77) Yes 624 0.11



(4) -0.14 (-0.33) 0.01 (0.05) 54.32 (1.53) 61.25** (2.35) -20.81 (-1.20) 110.25*** (3.04) -19.48 (-1.31)



Table 7: Sovereign CDS Spread Changes: Cross-Sectional Analysis. This table reports results from a panel regression with time fixed effects of CDS spread changes on explanatory variables, sampled monthly. The regression specification is given by ∆CDSit = α + ∆XitT β + γθi + δ∆BAi + κ∆LocF init + λθi ∗ ∆LocF init + η∆BAi ∗ ∆LocF init + νt + it . The vector ∆Xit represents the base case covariates of country i at time t including the change in Debt/GDP, reserves, terms of trade volatility (ToT Vol), stock market volatility (StM Vol), stock market index return (StM Ind), and the FX return (Forex). The variables θi and ∆BAi measure countries’ exposure to the financial system, the countries’ financials index return (orthogonalized) is given by ∆LocF init . Time fixed effects are captured by νt ; reported coefficients are in basis points and t-statistics (in parentheses) are adjusted for heteroskedasticity. Significance at the one percent, five percent and ten percent level is denoted by ***, ** and * respectively.
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Time FE N R-sq



Intercept



∆BA * Loc Fin



θ * Loc Fin



Loc Fin



∆BA



θ



Forex



StM Ind



StM Vol



Tot Vol



Reserves



Debt/GDP



5.66 (0.83) Yes 355 0.51



-67.67*** (-3.91) Yes 312 0.58



5.31 (0.79) Yes 355 0.53



-35.59** (-2.08) Yes 312 0.63



(1) (1) (2) (2) Pre Post Pre Post 16.52*** 53.63*** 8.23* -5.13 (4.24) (4.72) (1.86) (-0.36) 0.11** -0.18 0.12** -0.20 (2.12) (-1.32) (2.37) (-1.59) 1.86 93.04*** -4.72 49.35** (0.12) (4.18) (-0.31) (2.22) 12.30 305.92*** 1.73 213.57*** (0.45) (7.52) (0.06) (5.17) -0.55*** -1.35** -0.53*** -1.10** (-4.41) (-2.29) (-4.33) (-1.97) 0.32*** 0.99*** 0.32*** 1.04*** (13.76) (10.79) (13.71) (11.96) 24.56*** 150.83*** (3.70) (6.06)



(3) (4) (4) (5) (5) (6) (6) Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 94.76*** 17.39*** 36.99*** 6.94 3.20 25.34*** 72.06*** (7.93) (4.48) (3.37) (1.45) (0.23) (5.94) (5.83) 0.33** 0.09* -0.26** 0.09* -0.26** 0.22*** 0.17 (2.30) (1.69) (-2.05) (1.65) (-2.12) (3.63) (1.22) 30.03 20.27 70.55*** 20.59 65.36*** 21.23 8.29 (1.30) (1.20) (3.34) (1.24) (2.70) (0.99) (0.36) 286.61*** 28.51 362.58*** 21.82 278.30*** -21.15 305.01*** (6.42) (1.03) (9.27) (0.81) (6.60) (-0.69) (7.13) -2.80*** -0.53*** -1.64*** -0.49*** -1.19** -0.84*** -3.11*** (-4.51) (-4.20) (-2.95) (-3.99) (-2.17) (-6.23) (-5.21) 0.80*** 0.32*** 0.94*** 0.31*** 0.99*** 0.26*** 0.79*** (9.03) (13.76) (10.89) (13.69) (11.77) (10.30) (9.31) 34.77** 61.71* (2.56) (1.70) 105.99*** 380.03*** 140.32*** 439.25*** (5.08) (5.85) (3.36) (3.87) -0.01** -0.10*** -0.01** -0.09*** -0.01 -0.04 (-2.43) (-6.42) (-2.45) (-4.96) (-1.41) (-0.55) -0.01 -0.20* (-0.45) (-1.85) -0.03 -0.37 (-0.43) (-0.70) -3.16 -125.84*** 4.32 -51.29*** 2.78 -30.65* -2.99 -97.51*** (-0.43) (-6.54) (0.64) (-3.13) (0.41) (-1.86) (-0.37) (-4.29) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 334 293 355 312 355 312 334 293 0.56 0.66 0.52 0.63 0.55 0.66 0.57 0.69



(3) Pre 26.17*** (6.08) 0.27*** (4.55) -5.92 (-0.38) -32.98 (-1.10) -0.82*** (-6.03) 0.28*** (10.93)



Table 8: Sovereign CDS Spread Levels: Cross-Sectional Analysis Pre/Post. This table reports results from a panel regression with time fixed effects of CDS spreads levels on explanatory variables, sampled monthly. The regression specification is given by CDSit = α + XitT β + γθi + δ∆BAi + κLocF init + λθi ∗ LocF init + η∆BAi ∗ LocF init + νt + it . The covariates are the same as in Table 6. P re and P ost refers to pre-crisis and post-crisis, where the breakpoint is defined by the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers (9/15/2008). Time fixed effects are captured by νt ; reported coefficients are standardized and t-statistics (in parentheses) are adjusted for heteroskedasticity. Significance at the one percent, five percent and ten percent level is denoted by ***, ** and * respectively.



Table 9: Sovereign CDS Spread Changes: Time-Series Analysis. Model (1) reports the results of a panel regression with country fixed effects given by ∆CDSit = α + ∆XitT β + γ∆GloF int + δ∆LocF init + ρi + it , the data is sampled weekly. The vector ∆Xit represents the base case covariates of country-specific and global variables. Country-specific variables include the stock market return (StM Ind), the change in stock market volatility (StM Vol), and the FX return (Forex). Global variables include the EuroStoxx50 return (Stoxx 50), and the change in the 10 year Bund yield, IG yield spread, HY yield spread, Stoxx50 PE Ratio, equity fund flow, and in the bond fund flow. Countries’ financials return (orthogonalized) is given by ∆LocF init , the global financial return (orthogonalized) is given by ∆GloF int . Country fixed effects are captured by ρi . Model (2) interacts ∆GloF int and ∆LocF init with an indicator variable Crisis which takes a value of 0 before the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers (9/15/2008), and a value of 1 afterwards. Reported coefficients are in basis points and t-statistics (in parentheses) are adjusted for heteroskedasticity at the country-level. ∆StM Ind ∆StM Vol ∆Forex ∆Stoxx 50 ∆10y Yield ∆IG Yield ∆HY Yield ∆PE Ratio ∆Vol Prem ∆Equity Fl ∆Bond Fl ∆Glo Fin



(1) -3.44 (-0.31) 17.65 (0.92) 17.72 (0.64) -34.14*** (-3.34) -40.51*** (-4.27) 3.16 (1.02) 0.67 (0.42) -0.50*** (-4.41) -6.63 (-0.83) 0.01 (0.37) -0.10 (-1.08) -106.15*** (-7.88)



∆Glo Fin * Crisis ∆Loc Fin



-42.32*** (-5.29)



∆Loc Fin * Crisis Crisis Intercept Country FE N R-sq



0.32* (1.90) Yes 3009 0.29
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(2) -7.87 (-0.70) 14.04 (0.74) 1.67 (0.06) -31.12*** (-3.10) -33.96*** (-3.57) 3.28 (1.06) 2.55 (1.58) -0.54*** (-4.85) -11.76 (-1.45) 0.06 (1.42) -0.14 (-1.51) -8.85 (-0.80) -126.05*** (-10.72) -0.18 (-0.02) -44.51*** (-4.01) 0.36 (1.03) 0.19* (1.91) Yes 3009 0.32
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∆StM Ind



BEL CZE DEN FIN FRA GER GRE HUN IRE ISR ITA NET POL POR SLO SPA SWE UNI -0.19 -0.52*** -0.15 -0.18* -0.11 -0.10 -0.43*** -0.10 -0.16 -0.23** -0.67*** -0.16 -0.42*** -0.24** -0.12 -0.47*** -0.11 -0.10 (-1.37) (-7.12) (-0.94) (-1.71) (-0.34) (-0.31) (-3.82) (-0.85) (-1.25) (-2.52) (-3.50) (-1.04) (-2.77) (-2.22) (-1.20) (-3.25) (-0.70) (-0.64) ∆StM Vol -0.04 0.07 0.06 -0.03 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.02 -0.01 -0.12 0.09 -0.00 0.03 -0.01 0.01 -0.04 0.08 -0.00 (-0.35) (0.74) (0.64) (-0.38) (0.36) (0.63) (0.76) (0.13) (-0.07) (-1.22) (0.94) (-0.04) (0.41) (-0.17) (0.07) (-0.37) (0.65) (-0.00) ∆Forex 0.15 0.11 -0.01 0.12 0.15 0.22 0.01 0.18 0.23** -0.06 -0.18 0.11 0.10 0.19 0.15 -0.02 0.11 0.10 (0.96) (1.09) (-0.07) (0.97) (0.45) (0.64) (0.06) (1.20) (2.21) (-0.62) (-0.87) (0.56) (0.70) (1.65) (1.22) (-0.14) (0.58) (0.60) ∆Stoxx 50 -0.14 -0.36*** -0.04 -0.17 -0.35** -0.31** 0.02 -0.23** -0.11 -0.33*** 0.07 -0.16 -0.31*** -0.14 -0.25 -0.06 -0.08 -0.04 (-1.10) (-4.39) (-0.25) (-1.60) (-2.05) (-2.43) (0.17) (-1.99) (-1.12) (-3.48) (0.50) (-0.95) (-4.55) (-1.25) (-1.39) (-0.39) (-0.55) (-0.32) ∆10y Yield -0.23* -0.05 -0.20 -0.35*** -0.16* -0.19* -0.26*** -0.27** -0.23 0.01 -0.25** -0.24* -0.06 -0.16* -0.08 -0.27*** -0.19 -0.28* (-1.78) (-0.51) (-1.58) (-2.66) (-1.70) (-1.89) (-3.11) (-2.27) (-1.56) (0.08) (-2.44) (-1.81) (-0.77) (-1.91) (-0.58) (-2.68) (-1.55) (-1.89) ∆IG Yield 0.04 -0.05 0.11 0.06 0.01 -0.00 -0.01 0.06 -0.01 0.10* 0.08 0.09 -0.01 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.07 (0.46) (-0.79) (1.19) (0.76) (0.16) (-0.03) (-0.19) (0.76) (-0.10) (1.85) (1.22) (1.11) (-0.22) (0.89) (0.53) (0.71) (0.67) (0.92) ∆HY Yield -0.02 0.11 -0.07 -0.11* -0.08 -0.05 -0.07 -0.14 0.01 -0.00 -0.03 -0.05 0.07 -0.03 0.06 -0.02 -0.09 -0.01 (-0.26) (1.51) (-1.07) (-1.78) (-1.18) (-0.73) (-1.44) (-1.53) (0.14) (-0.03) (-0.66) (-0.83) (0.96) (-0.71) (0.71) (-0.37) (-1.08) (-0.16) ∆PE Ratio -0.09 -0.06 -0.14* -0.11* -0.09* -0.12** -0.15 -0.01 -0.07 0.05 -0.05 -0.14 -0.05 -0.06* -0.06 -0.13 -0.14* -0.14 (-1.28) (-0.91) (-1.86) (-1.73) (-1.88) (-2.41) (-1.59) (-0.21) (-0.65) (1.03) (-0.52) (-1.57) (-0.79) (-1.75) (-1.22) (-1.30) (-1.92) (-1.32) ∆Vol Prem 0.01 -0.08 0.06 -0.09 -0.03 -0.08 -0.05 0.02 0.08 0.26 -0.07 -0.04 0.08 -0.01 -0.05 -0.03 0.04 0.06 (0.07) (-0.86) (0.62) (-0.89) (-0.37) (-0.73) (-0.57) (0.19) (0.76) (1.53) (-0.69) (-0.32) (0.87) (-0.06) (-0.24) (-0.37) (0.46) (0.50) ∆Equity Fl -0.07 0.09 -0.04 0.04 0.07 0.06 -0.06 0.09 -0.13* 0.23 -0.02 -0.08 0.09 -0.08 0.20 -0.10 0.06 -0.08 (-0.68) (1.36) (-0.41) (0.50) (0.93) (0.63) (-1.12) (1.03) (-1.69) (1.53) (-0.23) (-0.86) (1.35) (-1.13) (1.51) (-1.36) (0.61) (-1.03) ∆Bond Fl -0.04 -0.01 -0.07 -0.08 -0.13* -0.12 -0.03 0.01 0.00 -0.07 0.08 0.03 -0.04 0.02 -0.13 -0.00 -0.00 -0.06 (-0.47) (-0.14) (-0.76) (-1.18) (-1.72) (-1.54) (-0.33) (0.09) (0.04) (-0.77) (0.94) (0.28) (-0.54) (0.21) (-1.12) (-0.00) (-0.01) (-0.71) N 171 171 171 171 171 171 171 116 169 171 171 171 171 171 171 171 168 162 R-sq 0.28 0.54 0.19 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.32 0.31 0.40 0.40 0.26 0.54 0.29 0.20 0.37 0.21 0.24



Table 10: Country-Specific Regressions. This table reports the results of individual time series regressions given by ∆CDSit = ∆XitT βi +it , at a weekly frequency. The vector ∆Xit represents the base case covariates of country-specific and global variables. Country-specific variables include the stock market return (StM Ind), the change in stock market volatility (StM Vol), and the FX return (Forex). Global variables include the EuroStoxx50 return (Stoxx 50), and the change in the 10 year Bund yield, IG yield spread, HY yield spread, Stoxx50 PE Ratio, equity fund flow, and in the bond fund flow. The variables are demeaned, reported coefficients are standardized and t-statistics (in parentheses) are adjusted for heteroskedasticity. Significance at the one percent, five percent and ten percent level is denoted by ***, ** and * respectively.
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∆StM Ind



BEL CZE DEN FIN FRA GER GRE HUN IRE ISR ITA NET POL POR SLO SPA SWE UNI 0.24 -0.35*** 0.43** -0.07 0.02 -0.17 -0.07 -0.35* 0.31*** -0.13 -0.36 0.28 -0.23 -0.16 0.03 -0.12 0.28 0.35* (0.85) (-2.85) (2.53) (-0.70) (0.06) (-0.60) (-0.20) (-1.73) (2.66) (-0.76) (-1.07) (1.05) (-0.92) (-1.18) (0.35) (-0.40) (0.82) (1.77) ∆StM Vol -0.00 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.10 0.03 0.06 -0.12 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.03 -0.02 0.09 -0.02 (-0.03) (0.92) (0.55) (0.27) (0.42) (0.72) (1.16) (0.31) (0.74) (-1.31) (1.01) (0.46) (0.45) (0.01) (0.20) (-0.16) (0.79) (-0.13) ∆Forex -0.06 0.01 -0.14 -0.18 -0.13 -0.21 -0.23* 0.04 0.02 -0.12 -0.36* -0.09 0.03 0.06 -0.13 -0.24 0.03 -0.01 (-0.43) (0.09) (-0.67) (-1.09) (-0.48) (-0.68) (-1.88) (0.23) (0.13) (-1.23) (-1.72) (-0.60) (0.18) (0.45) (-0.80) (-1.35) (0.13) (-0.06) -0.00 -0.18 -0.11 0.16 -0.25* -0.04 -0.29*** 0.18 0.01 -0.26*** -0.06 -0.09 0.08 -0.00 0.05 ∆Stoxx 50 -0.01 -0.28*** 0.07 (-0.14) (-3.78) (0.46) (-0.00) (-1.08) (-0.84) (1.58) (-1.83) (-0.45) (-2.87) (1.43) (0.12) (-3.22) (-0.54) (-0.41) (0.59) (-0.01) (0.58) -0.02 -0.13 -0.28** -0.12 -0.17* -0.20** -0.24** -0.14 0.06 -0.22** -0.19 -0.02 -0.14* -0.03 -0.23** -0.16 -0.24* ∆10y Yield -0.20 (-1.51) (-0.22) (-1.29) (-2.20) (-1.44) (-1.80) (-2.58) (-2.10) (-1.05) (0.59) (-2.18) (-1.51) (-0.31) (-1.70) (-0.19) (-2.47) (-1.33) (-1.78) 0.05 -0.07 0.10 0.05 0.03 -0.00 -0.01 0.05 -0.05 0.09 0.09 0.11 -0.02 0.05 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.10 ∆IG Yield (0.57) (-1.16) (1.22) (0.64) (0.42) (-0.00) (-0.22) (0.54) (-0.83) (1.64) (1.24) (1.34) (-0.36) (0.79) (0.39) (0.68) (0.57) (1.29) ∆HY Yield -0.01 0.11 -0.03 -0.08 -0.07 -0.04 -0.04 -0.14 0.07 0.00 -0.02 -0.03 0.09 -0.02 0.10 -0.02 -0.05 0.02 (-0.13) (1.53) (-0.52) (-1.33) (-1.07) (-0.55) (-0.72) (-1.52) (1.31) (0.06) (-0.37) (-0.52) (1.22) (-0.48) (1.28) (-0.29) (-0.66) (0.39) ∆PE Ratio -0.10* -0.07 -0.12** -0.13** -0.11** -0.15*** -0.16* 0.01 -0.09 0.04 -0.06 -0.15* -0.06 -0.06** -0.08* -0.13 -0.16* -0.17** (-1.80) (-1.06) (-2.14) (-2.23) (-2.60) (-3.34) (-1.95) (0.23) (-1.18) (0.95) (-0.71) (-1.87) (-1.04) (-2.12) (-1.93) (-1.43) (-1.86) (-2.08) ∆Vol Prem 0.01 -0.10 0.10 -0.11 -0.08 -0.16 -0.08 -0.02 0.02 0.17 -0.11 -0.05 0.04 -0.02 -0.07 -0.07 0.03 -0.00 (0.13) (-1.08) (1.05) (-1.11) (-0.98) (-1.45) (-1.08) (-0.22) (0.17) (1.07) (-1.14) (-0.49) (0.41) (-0.17) (-0.36) (-0.86) (0.28) (-0.02) ∆Equity Fl -0.11 0.06 -0.08 0.01 0.03 0.01 -0.08 0.07 -0.08 0.21 -0.04 -0.09 0.07 -0.09 0.16 -0.12* 0.05 -0.12* (-1.08) (0.86) (-0.96) (0.07) (0.42) (0.12) (-1.46) (0.87) (-1.16) (1.54) (-0.58) (-1.29) (1.03) (-1.39) (1.39) (-1.80) (0.48) (-1.73) ∆Bond Fl -0.04 0.01 -0.07 -0.08 -0.13 -0.11 -0.04 0.01 -0.02 -0.08 0.08 0.05 -0.03 0.02 -0.13 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 (-0.46) (0.12) (-0.94) (-1.18) (-1.63) (-1.42) (-0.40) (0.16) (-0.27) (-0.86) (0.98) (0.56) (-0.39) (0.21) (-1.18) (0.14) (-0.08) (-0.27) ∆Loc Fin -0.23 -0.12 -0.54*** -0.17** -0.11 -0.09 -0.19 0.23 -0.36*** -0.08 -0.14 -0.24 -0.11 -0.04 -0.29*** -0.21 -0.24 -0.15 (-1.50) (-0.92) (-4.87) (-2.45) (-1.11) (-0.93) (-0.81) (1.21) (-4.43) (-0.50) (-0.79) (-1.61) (-0.54) (-0.44) (-3.04) (-1.20) (-1.15) (-1.34) ∆Glo Fin -0.67*** -0.33*** -0.66*** -0.52*** -0.55*** -0.49** -0.66** -0.10 -0.70*** -0.30** -0.57*** -0.71*** -0.31 -0.26** -0.45** -0.64*** -0.51** -0.70*** (-2.71) (-3.00) (-3.62) (-3.18) (-2.66) (-2.47) (-2.43) (-0.46) (-4.07) (-2.30) (-3.12) (-2.89) (-1.53) (-2.07) (-2.28) (-2.74) (-2.03) (-4.04) N 171 171 171 171 171 171 171 116 169 171 171 171 171 171 171 171 168 162 R-sq 0.35 0.57 0.36 0.39 0.38 0.36 0.37 0.35 0.48 0.45 0.46 0.37 0.56 0.30 0.30 0.43 0.26 0.37



Table 11: Country-Specific Regressions with Local and Global Financial Returns. This table reports the results of individual time series regressions given by ∆CDSit = ∆XitT βi +γi ∆GloF int +δi ∆LocF init +it at a weekly frequency. The regressors in ∆Xit include the same as in Table 10. In addition, a country’s financial return (orthogonalized) is given by ∆LocF init , the global financial return (orthogonalized) is given by ∆GloF int , respectively. The variables are demeaned, reported coefficients are standardized and t-statistics (in parentheses) are adjusted for heteroskedasticity. Significance at the one percent, five percent and ten percent level is denoted by ***, ** and * respectively.



Table 12: Pooled Regressions sorted by EMU, θ, and ∆BA. This table reports the results of pooled time series regressions after sorting countries by different crosssectional attributes. For each bin, the regression specification is given by ∆CDSit = ∆XitT βi + γi ∆GloF int + δi ∆LocF init + it . The covariates are the same as in Table 11, sampled weekly. The single sort distinguishes whether a country is a member of the Economic and Monetary Union of the European Union (EMU), or not. The EMU bin contains SLO, FIN, FRA, GER, POR, NET, BEL, SPA, ITA, IRE, and GRE. In the double sort EMU countries are also sorted according to their exposure to the financial system given by θ or ∆BA, respectively. The EMU high-θ bin contains NET, BEL, SPA, ITA, IRE, and GRE. The EMU high-∆BA bin contains NET, SPA, IRE, GRE, and FIN. The variables are demeaned, reported coefficients are standardized and t-statistics (in parentheses) are adjusted for heteroskedasticity. Significance at the one percent, five percent and ten percent level is denoted by ***, ** and * respectively. Single Sort



∆StM Ind ∆StM Vol ∆Forex ∆Stoxx 50 ∆10y Yield ∆IG Yield ∆HY Yield ∆PE Ratio ∆Vol Prem ∆Equity Fl ∆Bond Fl ∆Loc Fin ∆Glo Fin N R-sq



Non-EMU -0.10 (-0.99) 0.00 (0.02) 0.09* (1.73) -0.21*** (-4.52) -0.02 (-0.38) 0.03 (1.15) 0.03 (0.87) -0.06** (-2.36) 0.03 (0.45) 0.04 (1.31) -0.05* (-1.77) -0.16** (-2.29) -0.24*** (-3.90) 1130 0.35



EMU -0.06 (-1.33) 0.04 (1.48) -0.12** (-2.46) 0.02 (0.59) -0.16*** (-4.54) 0.02 (0.76) -0.00 (-0.15) -0.10*** (-4.14) -0.05 (-1.49) -0.05* (-1.88) -0.02 (-0.81) -0.18*** (-4.17) -0.48*** (-7.75) 1879 0.29



Double Sort EMU EMU Low θi High θi Low ∆BAi High ∆BAi -0.07 -0.01 -0.19** -0.03 (-1.06) (-0.14) (-2.39) (-0.42) 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.05 (0.32) (1.34) (0.42) (1.38) -0.08 -0.12* -0.14* -0.13* (-1.08) (-1.87) (-1.89) (-1.83) -0.08 0.06 -0.01 0.06 (-1.08) (1.45) (-0.10) (1.30) -0.12*** -0.18*** -0.16*** -0.17*** (-2.69) (-3.85) (-3.57) (-3.27) 0.04 0.01 0.05 -0.00 (1.13) (0.44) (1.47) (-0.08) -0.01 0.00 -0.03 0.00 (-0.29) (0.02) (-1.18) (0.04) -0.09*** -0.11*** -0.09*** -0.11*** (-4.82) (-3.08) (-3.10) (-2.89) -0.07 -0.04 -0.07 -0.04 (-1.06) (-1.12) (-1.52) (-1.01) 0.02 -0.08*** -0.06 -0.07** (0.52) (-2.61) (-1.54) (-2.39) -0.07* 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 (-1.73) (0.06) (-0.39) (-0.20) -0.13*** -0.22*** -0.07* -0.22*** (-2.81) (-4.03) (-1.68) (-3.84) -0.39*** -0.55*** -0.42*** -0.52*** (-4.71) (-6.77) (-5.92) (-5.65) 855 1024 855 853 0.25 0.34 0.31 0.32
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Table 13: Pooled Regressions sorted by Sub-Prime Exposure. This table reports the results of pooled time series regressions after sorting countries by different cross-sectional attributes. The single sort is according to a country’s subprime exposure as shown in Table 4, and the double sort also distinguishes between high-θ and low-θ countries. For each bin, the regression specification is given by ∆CDSit = ∆XitT βi + γi ∆GloF int + δi ∆LocF init + it . The covariates are the same as in Table 11, sampled weekly. The variables are demeaned, reported coefficients are standardized and t-statistics (in parentheses) are adjusted for heteroskedasticity. Significance at the one percent, five percent and ten percent level is denoted by ***, ** and * respectively. Single Sort Low Exp. High Exp. ∆StM Ind ∆StM Vol ∆Forex ∆Stoxx 50 ∆10y Yield ∆IG Yield ∆HY Yield ∆PE Ratio ∆Vol Prem ∆Equity Fl ∆Bond Fl ∆Loc Fin ∆Glo Fin N R-sq



0.07* (1.73) 0.02 (0.80) -0.05 (-1.03) -0.06 (-1.38) -0.11*** (-2.62) 0.03 (1.38) 0.00 (0.21) -0.07*** (-3.02) 0.02 (0.47) 0.00 (0.13) -0.05 (-1.63) -0.23*** (-5.13) -0.44*** (-6.62) 1528 0.27



-0.16** (-2.07) 0.03 (0.68) 0.06 (0.86) -0.13*** (-3.36) -0.12*** (-3.38) 0.01 (0.29) 0.01 (0.35) -0.09*** (-3.34) -0.07* (-1.84) 0.01 (0.55) 0.00 (0.07) -0.08 (-1.47) -0.28*** (-5.08) 1481 0.33



Double Sort Low Exp. High Low θi High θi Low θi 0.10* 0.11 -0.27* (1.84) (1.54) (-1.85) 0.01 0.04 0.04 (0.19) (0.89) (0.48) -0.12* 0.03 -0.04 (-1.73) (0.40) (-0.43) -0.08 -0.03 -0.16** (-1.40) (-0.50) (-2.37) -0.08 -0.15** -0.08 (-1.59) (-2.12) (-1.18) 0.07** -0.01 -0.01 (2.45) (-0.19) (-0.31) -0.00 0.02 0.02 (-0.11) (0.56) (0.44) -0.06*** -0.08* -0.10** (-2.67) (-1.82) (-2.34) 0.03 0.02 -0.10 (0.39) (0.39) (-1.45) 0.07 -0.08** 0.04 (1.21) (-2.01) (0.89) -0.08* -0.02 -0.01 (-1.76) (-0.41) (-0.25) -0.23*** -0.26*** -0.12 (-4.66) (-4.32) (-1.25) -0.46*** -0.48*** -0.28*** (-5.32) (-4.56) (-3.00) 1017 511 511 0.26 0.35 0.34
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Exp. High θi -0.13 (-1.36) 0.03 (0.61) 0.11 (1.27) -0.13*** (-2.62) -0.14*** (-3.52) 0.01 (0.43) -0.00 (-0.01) -0.08** (-2.47) -0.07 (-1.42) 0.00 (0.08) 0.01 (0.20) -0.06 (-0.81) -0.28*** (-3.80) 970 0.34
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Figure 1: Sovereign CDS Spreads for Advanced Economies: 10y maturity mid in basis points
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